SOLAR POWER BANK CHARGER
USE THE SUN, NOT THE PLANET’S RESOURCES,

TO CHARGE YOUR ELECTRONIC DEVICES

MAKING A MORE SUSTAINABLE CHOICE
A FULL FEATURED CHARGER
Solar-powered
5000mAh capacity
Shockproof
Splashproof
Built-in flashlight
Comes with carabiner clip
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All products displaying names or trademarks within this mailing are not necessarily indicative of supply or endorsement by
the owner of the trademark, but are merely representative of what can be achieved with branded promotional merchandise.
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We all make choices about how we care for the
planet, so sometimes getting people to change
their views and actions can be a complex matter.
But it's often the case an individual or organisation
simply needs a nudge to act in a more eco-friendly
way or to choose a more sustainable product.
Let's take this solar power bank charger. It could
be used in a campaign or promotion as a gift for
customers. Equally, a responsible company might
want to improve the connectivity of its employees
by providing the solar charger to staff.
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Splashproof

Built-in Flashlight

LOADED WITH FEATURES

Clips on to
Bag with
Carabiner
Choice of
Colours

Our solar power bank charger has a 5000mAh
capacity, which is good for at least 2 or 3 full charges
of a smartphone or tablet. It has two output ports
(for dual charging) rated 5V/1A and 5V/2A
respectively. There’s a 5V/1A input too, just in case
you need to reboost your charger without any
available sunlight.
The charger’s sturdy body is made of an ABS+PVC
material and available with black, green, blue or
yellow trim. Thanks to this and the protective port
covers, this solar power bank charger is shockproof,
dustproof and splashproof.
It comes with a useful carabiner, so it can
be handily clipped to a bag or rucksack
to charge on the move. The charger
also has a flashlight built-in and weighs
just 150g. It really is the ideal charger
to keep your electronic devices fully
charged everyday for business or on
those adventurous outdoor trips!

The charger can be branded with your company logo
To discuss using solar power bank chargers in your next
promotional campaign, request prices, or to talk about
our other sustainable products, contact us now!
+44 (0)1438 750333
info@winglee.co.uk
www.winglee.co.uk
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